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This increases their level of awareness of the traits that distinguish successful essays from those that fail to
meet the criteria. This rubric will help teachers assess elementary writing assignments. For you, a rubric saves
time and decreases subjectivity. Each paragraph should cover one topic for example, you should have at least
one paragraph that covers the explorer. Location of publisher: Name of Publisher, year of publication. The
Importance of the Exploration: Why was this exploration important? Did something interesting happen during
the trip? Did other interesting things happen during the life of this explorer? More on the Trip: Describe the
vehicle s used in the exploration and other spplies. Getting Started: First, get to know about your explorer. To
turn your rubric score into a letter grade, divide the points earned by the points possible. Rubrics are essential
to grading student assignments effectively. Writing Rubric Generator - Writing is one of the most difficult
pieces to assess. Assess Web Quests Maker - If you're using web quests in your classes and having a hard time
evaluating your students, this rubric is for you! There is no clearer way to display your expectations. The
application includes an extensive number of fields to enter. Notebook Rubric Maker - This rubric is a
wonderful tool to help you evaluate student oral projects of any kind. Give the writing assignment a final
score. Rubric Basics To get started in creating a rubric, you must: Read through the students' writing
assignment completely. Very easy to use. She has provided remedial enrichment curriculums and worked with
both bilingual and special needs students. Citing Your References: When you write your bibliography, list all
of your references. I remember a few years back when I helped grade over 4, essays from a neighboring school
district. Math Rubric Generator - This rubric is great for scoring just about any math assignment or project,
even math homework. Oral Expression Rubric Generator - A wonderful tool to help you evaluate student oral
projects of any kind. A rubric is a scoring guide that helps teachers evaluate student performance as well as a
student product or project. Author s are listed last name first, first name or initials as cited in the publication.
The only thing I can relate the feeling of completing that grading session was giving birth to my daughter. Did
other people accompany the explorer? Janelle Cox has an M. Circle the appropriate section for each criterion
listed. Updated July 07, An easy way to evaluate student writing is to create a rubric. Book: Author s. Then
write at least four to five paragraphs that clearly describe your explorer and the exploration. Specific criteria
are explicitly stated, facilitating the grading process and increasing your objectivity. The next time you give
your class a large assignment that produces a product essay, poster, presentation ; provide students with 3
versions of the product and rubric to assess. You will find our site to one of the most extensive teacher
resources for rubrics on the Internet. For example: "Zoom Explorers" would be cited as follows: Col,
Jeananda. Handwriting Rubric Generator - This generator was created due to popular demand. As an added
benefit, because the criteria are explicitly stated, the use of the rubric decreases the likelihood that students
will argue about the grade they receive.


